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Decadal variations: groundbased & satellite data
 Longterm time series in total ozone at
NH mid-latitudes show decadal
variations that are correlated with
 atmospheric dynamics: changes in
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stratospheric circulation and
climate patterns, here the Arctic
oscillation (see Appenzeller et al.
2000)

 chemistry: changes in stratospheric

halogen and atmospheric
background (NOx, HOx)
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SPARC theme/activity:
 ozone-climate interaction
 stratospheric sulfur and
its role in climate

Decadal variations: groundbased & satellite data
 thirty years of satellite data (global view) still
appear quite short with respect to decadal and
longer term variations
 separation of short-term variability from
„low-frequency“ changes is important
 Lifetime of a single satellite instrument rarely
exceed more than a decade (inter-calibration
problems)
 less critical for total ozone (lower
stratospheric ozone)
 more critical for atmospheric species
profiles (e.g. H2O, O3, ….)
 SPARC (SI2N) activity: ozone
profiles
 SPARC activity: trace gas and
aerosol climatologies - SPARC Data
Initiative

• Role of stratospheric water
vapor:
– greenhouse gas (adds to
stratospheric cooling)
– HOx ozone loss cycle, mostly
relevant in lower most
stratosphere
– PSC formation (polar ozone
loss)
– In the UTLS very sensitive to
tropical upwelling and
temperature (dry-freezing,
tape recorder)
• In 2001 sharp drop in UTLS
 enhanced upwelling and
cooling
 enhanced Brewer-Dobson
circulation
• due to data quality issues in both
ground and satellite
measurements decadal
trends/“low frequency“
variability are difficult to assess

stratospheric water vapor

 SPARC activity: water vapor

Ozone recovery in the polar region
satellite era

stratospheric halogen load
bromine
efficiency

polar region

midlatitudes

– Trend change after end of 1990s
– stratospheric halogen levels are still very high in the
polar region (reduction of ~10% since peak)
– in very cold polar winters large ozone holes may still
occur, see 2006 and 2011 in Antarctica and 2011 in the
Arctic
– Large year-to-year variability due to variability in the
winter Brewer-Dobson circulation affecting ozone
transport and stratospheric temperatures, see 2002
and 2012 in Antarctica with small ozone holes

Newmann et al., 2007

ozone recovery dates without
climate change

SPARC theme:
 detection, attribution, and prediction of
stratospheric change
SPARC activities:
 dynamical variability
 gravity waves
 lifetime of halogen source gases

Future prediction of Antarctic (lower stratospheric) ozone
ozone hole area (<220 DU)
REF-B2 CCM simulations

• large ranges in future prediction
• Uncertainties in modelled
– (minimum) temperature
– water vapor/PSC
– mixing pocesses
– stratospheric circulation
(BDC)
• Large variation in ozone
recovery dates

60°S-90°S

– generally faster than predicted
by halogens only (changes in
Brewer-Dobson circulation)
Recovery date due
to halogen load only
(1980 reference)

SPARC activity: CCMI − ChemistryClimate Model Initiative

Austin et al., 2010

Future prediction of upper stratospheric ozone
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• "A particularly important region for detecting ozone recovery, and eventually super-recovery is the
upper stratosphere. This region is less variable than the lower stratosphere and ozone there is
dominated by photochemical processes.“ IGACO-O3 Implementation Plan 2008-2011
• gas phase ozone loss process O3+O  2O2 has a negative temperature dependence. In a cooling
stratosphere (GHG increases) more ozone is produced (super-recovery).
• Important role of changes in NOy and HOx to future ozone due to N2O and CH4 increases
(Ravishankara et al., 2009)

O3 and NO2 trends
• SCIAMACHY ozone & NO2
trends since 2002 have
opposite sign between 30 and
40 km altitude
• Be aware:
– Results are preliminary
– SCIAMACHY record (ten years) is
still too short to ascertain that
these trends are maintained over
a longer time period

• modelling studies underway to
confirm links between NO2
and ozone
Gebhardt et al., 2013

Solar activity and stratospheric processes
– Solar radiation and particles (e, p)
modulate atmospheric composition
and dynamics
• total solar irradiance (TSI)
– warms the surface and provides
thermal energy/momentum to the
upper atmosphere (stratospheretroposphere coupling, wave driving,
circulation)
– largest contribution from near UV and
Vis (>300 nm)
– „bottom-up“ approach

• spectral solar irradiance (SSI)
– O3 (photo)chemistry in the
stratosphere
– affects T and stratospheric circulation
– Main contribution from UV (<300 nm)
– „top-down“ approach

• Solar energetic particles (SEP)
– NOx production
(mesosphere/stratosphere)
– ion chemistry (mesosphere)

SPARC theme:
Stratosphere–troposphere dynamical
coupling
SPARC activity:
SOLARIS-HEPPA - Solar Influences on
climate
 temperature trends

Solar spectral irradiance (SSI) variations
2004/01 minus 2007/01 (not afull solar cycle)

• SORCE SSI solar cycle UV
variations 3-4 times larger than
models and other observations
(Harder et al. 2009; Ermolli et
al., 2012)
• Models predict:
– stratospheric temperature
changes from solar min to
max enhanced from about
factor three higher near 1hPa
– antiphase in mesospheric
ozone with solar cycle
(Merkel et al., 2011, Ermolli
et al., 2012)
• Issues (observations):
– optical degradation (see
SORCE reanalysis) affecting
long-term SSI satellite
observation
– satellite O3 & T records are
too short (2004-2012) for firm
conclusions
– quality of upper stratospheric
satellite temperature records
(Randel et al., 2008)
– Out of phase SSI changes in
the VIS (not seen by others)
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Ermolli et al., 2012

SSI measurements from space

• Various missions covering different spectral regions (UV since 1978, VIS/IR
since 1991, inter-calibration issues)
• Uncertainties regarding long-term single instrument stability (due to
degradation issues) generally larger than instrument measurment
precision (mostly from radiometric calibration)
– particularly true for SSI observed from atmospheric sounders (SBUVs,
GOMEs) due to less rigorous calibration and degradation corrections
• Next new dedicated SSI mission is TSIS (~2016),  danger of gaps of SSI
coverage by satellites

long-term satellite data record
of vertical profiles
• 1978-2000:
– historical record
– O3, H2O, NOx, ClO,…
• 2000-2010:
– „golden space age„
– many species, good sampling
• >2010:
– the looming limb „gap“
– aging missions, mostly low
vertical resolution ozone
profiles and some IR species
mainly from nadir sounders

Red: past missions
green: aging missions
black: recent missions

Future upper atmosphere satellite profiler missions

black: planned missions
red: in preparation

•

Very few limb/occultation missions
– loss in high sampling except for O3 (need for limb scatter/emission
mission)
– loss in vertical resolution (UTLS)
– fewer trace gas species

SPARC working group (info provided by G.Bodeker)
SPARC= Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate (www.sparc-climate.org)
– Chairs: T. Shepherd (U. Reading), G. Bodeker (Bodeker Scientific)

• SPARC themes:

– Detection, attribution, and prediction of stratospheric change
• What are the past changes and variations in the stratosphere?
• How well can we explain past changes in terms of natural and
anthropogenic effects?
• How do we expect the stratosphere to evolve in the future, and what
confidence do we have in those predictions?
– Chemistry–climate interactions
• How will stratospheric ozone and other constituents evolve?
• How will changes in stratospheric composition affect climate?
• What are the links between changes in stratospheric ozone, UV
radiation and tropospheric chemistry?
– Stratosphere–troposphere dynamical coupling
• What is the role of dynamical and radiative coupling of the
stratosphere to the underlying troposphere?
• By what mechanisms do the stratosphere and troposphere act as a
coupled system?
• What will be the role of the stratosphere as climate changes?

SPARC working group (provided by G.Bodeker)
• SPARC imperatives (selected):
–improve the models: through model-measurement
comparison  predictive capability/chemical weather
forecast
–improve the observational record: through assessment of
the products and development of climate data records
• maintaining long-term observation capabilities (space, ground)
• need for overlapping missions/continuation of ground networks
(trends)

–serving user needs (feed into assessments; for climate
services connecting to other WCRP working groups on
ocean, cryosphere, and so on)
• Kyoto Protocol/follow up (IPCC Report)
• Montreal Protocol (WMO/UNEP ozone assessments)

Conclusion
• There is a need for continuous stratospheric measurements of key
species and parameters (O3, BrO, HOx, NOx, ClOx, aerosols, SSI, T)
at high vertical resolution from space in coming decades
– improving process understanding (beyond monitoring)

• Limb mission on ISS for gap filling:

– limb scatter/emission (UV/IR/MW) for high spatial sampling , many
species, and SSI
– Vertical coverage from UTLS up to meso-/thermosphere
– caveats: no polar coverage, pointing issues, …

"We cannot manage what we can't measure“

Kevin Trenberth, WCRP conference, Denver, Colorado, October 2011

